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Japan grows more vulnerable as wages fall
By Lindsay Whipp in Tokyo and David Pilling in Nagoya
Published: January 31 2008 11:09 | Last updated: January 31 2008 11:09

Japan’s wages dropped at their fastest pace in 3½ years in December, falling 1.9 per cent, as small
and mid-sized companies were unable to pay higher winter bonuses because of the increased cost of
materials and oil.

Further evidence of Japan’s “wageless recovery” will fuel concern that, despite six years of growth,
higher corporate profits have not gone into workers’ pockets. The absence of this so-called “virtuous
circle”, in which the Bank of Japan still officially believes, has stifled domestic demand and left the
economy firing only on one, exports-led cylinder. That makes it more vulnerable to a global downturn,
economists say.

Hideo Hayakawa, general manager of the BoJ’s Nagoya branch, said that even in his prosperous
manufacturing region where Toyota’s success is fuelling a mini-boom, small companies were generally
unable to raise wages. Profit margins had been particularly squeezed in the past six months, he said,
with an accelerated rise in input prices that companies were unable to pass on to consumers.

Because of intense pressure from low-cost foreign producers, Mr Hayakawa said, companies were
unable to raise wages. Greater foreign ownership of large companies also meant that dividend
payments had risen at the expense of better salaries, he said, adding: “Globalisation is actually acting
against the transmission mechanism.”

According to Thursday‘s data, special payments, given biannually, dropped 3.6 per cent. Average
wages for 2007 fell 0.7 per cent after rising fractionally in the two previous years. The data follows
figures earlier this week showing that, although the economy is continuing to create jobs, labour
market tightness is slackening off. In December, there were 98 jobs for every 100 applicants, down
from 99 the month before and from as high as 106 several months ago.

Falling wages appear to be hitting consumer sentiment, especially as the prices of day-to-day goods 
are rising. The headline inflation rate rose to 0.8 per cent in December, its fastest in a decade, 
although this is made up entirely of rising food and energy prices.

Mamoru Yamazaki, an economist at the Royal Bank of Scotland in Tokyo, said: “As long as oil and
commodity prices are high, smaller companies will be cautious about raising bonuses and regular
wages so the growth rate in consumption will be squeezed.” He said the only positive factor was the
growing number of workers, as women, retirees and people previously not looking for work were
drawn into the workforce.

Some economists said the danger was that the economy would run out of steam before the most 
promising growth run since the bursting of the 1980s asset price bubble was transmitted to the 
household sector. A separate government report showed housing starts in December  slumped 19.2 
per cent from a year earlier, largely the result of tighter building regulations, though construction orders 
during the same month increased 4.7 per cent.
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